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QUESTION: 194
 
How do you delete an iSCSI host from Command View EVA?
 

A. Right click on the host and select delete. 
B. Deselect the controller and use the Delete Host button. 
C. Delete the iSCSI controller and the host is deleted automatically. 
D. Unplug the Ethernet cable at the host and it will automatically be deleted in Command 
View. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 195
 
Which disk drive firmware code load method requires ungrouping of the target disk drive?
 

A. migrate method 
B. no migrate method 
C. maintain access method 
D. emergency offline multiple drive method 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 196
 
What HP recommendation should you follow when presenting a virtual disk to a host?
 

A. Turn off the multi pathing software service. 
B. Wait until a virtual disk creation process has completed. 
C. Make sure there is only one path from the host to the EVA. 
D. Present it as soon as it was created from Command View. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 197 
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Which EVA performance metrics does the Command View EVAPerf enable you to 
monitor and display? (Select three.) 

A. Vraid level data 
B. replication data 
C. virtual disk data 
D. port status data 
E. quorum disk data 
F. controller cache data 

Answer: B, C, D 

QUESTION: 198 
A customer is upgrading from an EVA3000 to an EVA6100. What must be done before 
purchasing the EVA3000 to EVA6100 upgrade license? 

A. Apply the latest XCS on the EVA3000. 
B. Unpresent the Vdisks and disconnect the disk shelves. 
C. Upgrade to an unlimited TB capacity license on the EVA3000 first. 
D. Remove all the disks from any disk group except the default disk group. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 199 
You are at a customer site and have upgraded Command View EVA from version 5.x to 
version 6.x. Which user groups are created automatically after Command View EVA is 
installed? (Select two.) 

A. HP EVA Admins 
B. HP Storage Users 
C. HP Storage Admins 
D. HP Command View 
E. HP Storage Operators 
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Answer: B, C 

QUESTION: 200 
Which management application shares access rights with Command View EVA to allow 
single sign on trust relationships? 

A. SIM 
B. RSM 
C. Fabric Watch 
D. MPIO Manager 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 201 
A customer requests a solution to consolidate 15TB storage capacity with an annual growth 
of approximately fifty percent. Which requirements meet an entry-level Enterprise Virtual 
Array solution? (Select two.) 

A. instant recovery from power loss or disaster 
B. high level of data availability and data integrity 
C. fast access of multiple servers to large amounts of data 
D. monitoring of performance, usage, health, and disk quota 
E. SAN and storage administration from a single management point 

Answer: B, C 

QUESTION: 202 
You are designing a solution for a customer with heterogeneous server platforms. There is 
a business need for automated server cluster failover and remote replication management. 
Which operating systems are supported with HP StorageWorks Cluster Extension EVA 
software?(Select two.) 

A. Linux 
B. HP-UX 
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C. HP Tru64 
D. HP OpenVMS 
E. Microsoft Windows 2003 

Answer: A, E 

QUESTION: 203
 
Which statement is correct about virtual disk presentation for an Enterprise Virtual Array?
 

A. Multiple hosts can be assigned to a Vdisk after creation. 
B. Vdisk folders can be associated with a host at creation time. 
C. When creating a Vdisk, it can be presented to multiple hosts. 
D. Host presentation must be set after Vdisk creation is finished. 

Answer: A 

QUESTION: 204
 
Which statement is correct regarding the creation of a mirrorclone?
 

A. It can be created without using a container. 
B. It cannot be created when a Vdisk has a snapshot. 
C. It must be in the same disk group as the original Vdisk. 
D. A maximum of two mirrorclones is supported per Vdisk. 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 205
 
Where can you locate the currently supported operating systems on the EVA? (Select two.)
 

A. HP Product Bulletin 
B. HP SalesBuilder for Windows 
C. HP StorageWorks Sizing Tool 
D. HP SAN Design Reference Guide 
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E. Operating System documentation 

Answer: A, D 

QUESTION: 206 
You are at a customer site to upgrade an active/passive EVA3000 storage system to an 
EVA4100 system. What is the minimum firmware that must be running on the EVA to 
support this upgrade? 

A. VCS 3.025 
B. VCS 3.028 
C. VCS 4.007 
D. VCS 4.110 

Answer: B 

QUESTION: 207 
Which practice is recommended for an EVA solution with a mix of 10,000 rpm and 15,000 
rpm disks? 

A. Arrange 10,000 rpm and 15,000 rpm in different disk groups. 
B. Slow down 15,000 rpm disks to 10,000 rpm speed through the SSSU. 
C. 10,000 rpm and 15,000 rpm disks should reside in the same disk group. 
D. The amount of 10,000 rpm and 15,000 rpm disks must be equal in the array. 

Answer: C 

QUESTION: 208 
You want to perform an EVA upgrade assessment at a customer site. What should you do 
before the on-site visit? 

A. Contact HP support for installation support. 
B. Review supported host configuration information. 
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C. Review the support-call history of the customer's EVA systems. 
D. Gather information from the Command View upgrade assessment reference page. 

Answer: B 
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